Little Sun
The power of the sun for everyone
Unique solar
products with
a global impact

A global project
bringing the energy
of the sun to the
1.1 billion people
without electricity

Your personal
source of
solar power

A social business

Fun,
educational,
sustainable

Connecting the
world through
sharing energy

We are all
connected by
the sun
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Little Sun
Diamond

Little Sun
Charge

Little Sun
Original

Little Sun
Solar power at its best

5 hours sunlight

7.5 hours sunlight

5 hours sunlight

4 hours bright light

up to 50 hours soft light

a fully powered Charge

up to 155 hours of light

5 hours bright light, fading to long-lasting soft light

Spreading light and livelihoods
Little Sun puts the power of the sun in the palm of your
hand – creating safe, convenient, sustainable light
and energy you can take with you wherever you go.
But Little Sun is much more than a lamp or a phone
charger – it’s a global project and social business that is
connecting the world through sharing the sustainable
energy of the sun. Artist Olafur Eliasson and engineer

Frederik Ottesen developed the Little Sun solarpowered products to bring clean, reliable, affordable
light to the 1.1 billion people living without electricity in
areas of the world known as ‘off-grid’ areas.
Access to clean energy and a reliable form of
communication are key to human existence. Little
Sun addresses both of these needs with a safe, clean
alternative. And because sunlight is free, Little Sun
products pay for themselves after just a few months.

Using Little Sun in these off-grid areas means:
Children can study

Families can cook and eat together

Share the energy
Currently Little Sun is available in over 10 African
countries, including in Ethiopia, Senegal, South Africa,
Rwanda and Burkina Faso – as well as in Europe,
Japan, Australia, Canada, and the USA. Little Sun
uses on-grid investment to kick-start off -grid small
businesses that sell Little Suns, providing funding
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Businesses can remain open

People can socialise

for sales agents to receive business starter kits and
micro-entrepreneurial training.
Little Suns are sold at a higher price in areas of the
world with electricity so that the products can be
sold in off-grid areas at much lower, locally affordable
prices. So when you buy a Little Sun, you are making
sure that sustainable solar energy gets to people who
need it the most.
Find out more: www.littlesun.com
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2012

A few highlights from
Little Sun’s journey so far

July – September: London, UK

November: Doha, Qatar

December: Italy, worldwide

Little Sun launches at Tate Modern with
a full programme of events – Sunlight
Graffiti, Tate Blackouts, and the
premiere of the Little Sun Films series

A ‘Little Sun Garden’ sprouts
at COP18 (UN Climate
Change Conference)

A Christmas collaboration
with Italian department store la
Rinascente enables the opening of
the first off-grid Little Sun shops

2014

2013

May: Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Olafur Eliasson and Frederik Ottesen
debut Little Sun at the World
Economic Forum on Africa

August: USA and Japan

November: Copenhagen, Denmark

April: Indio, USA

Little Sun becomes available at
MoMA Design Store locations in
New York City and Tokyo – and
in MoMA’s online shop

Olafur Eliasson leads the audience
in a filmed Little Sun performance
at Sustainia Award Ceremony

Little Sun rocks California’s
Coachella Festival at the
#AbsolutLittleSun Bar, featuring
a popular Sunlight Graffiti booth

2015

February: Dakar, Senegal
Official Senegalese launch of
Little Sun with an exhibition
at RAW Gallery

December: Paris, France

November 2014–March 2015

February

Little Sun receives a $5 million
impact investment from
Bloomberg Philanthropies

A special edition Little Sun lamp
is sold at Fondation Louis Vuitton,
coinciding with Olafur Eliasson’s
‘Contact’ exhibition

Little Sun and VELUX Group
present the #NaturalLight contest,
inviting design students worldwide
to create an original solar lamp

Distribution expands to Zambia
and Burkina Faso, making Little Sun
available in over 10 African countries!

2016

April

December: Paris, France

January: Davos, Switzerland

October: Tanzania

Little Sun Charge was well and truly
kick-started, reaching over 500%
of our target. Little Sun is now
charging phones across the world!

Little Sun showed how powerful
a little solution like a solar lamp can
be to address climate change at
Ice Watch and COP21 in Paris.

Founder Olafur Eliasson
honoured with a Crystal Award

Little Sun Charge is used by
community health workers in
Tanzania to help save lives

2017

September: Little Sun Charge

November: Marrakech, Morocco

December: 500,000 lamps

February: Cape Town, South Africa

May: Ethiopia and Niger

Environmental leaders at COP22
hold Little Sun lamps for the
world to see as a symbol for
positive change

500,000 lamps sold worldwide
with over half going off-grid!

Olafur reveals the design of Little Sun
Diamond at Design Indaba. In April,
the Diamond receives its first award:
the DESIGN PRIZE in Milan.

Save the Children releases
important impact reports on the
lasting benefits of Little Sun for offgrid school students and refugees
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Find out more: www.littlesun.com
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Little Sun
Our founders

Frederik Ottesen (left) & Olafur Eliasson

OLAFUR ELIASSON’s critically acclaimed artworks have
appeared in and been collected by major museums around the
world since 1997. In 2003 he installed The weather project in
Tate Modern, London, which was seen by more than two million
people. Take your time: Olafur Eliasson, a survey exhibition
organised by San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, travelled
until 2010, including a stop at the Museum of Modern Art, in
New York. In 2014, Riverbed filled an entire wing of Denmark’s
Louisiana Museum of Modern Art with stones and water,
emulating a river in a rocky landscape. Verklighetsmaskiner
(Reality machines), at the Moderna Museet in Stockholm in
2015, became the museum’s most visited show by a living
artist. In 2016 Eliasson created a series of interventions for the
palace and gardens of Versailles, including an enormous artificial
waterfall that cascaded into the Grand Canal. In 2017 Eliasson
participated in the 57th Biennale di Venezia – Viva Arte Viva with
Green light – An artistic workshop, co-produced by TBA21
– Augarten, which addresses the difficulties faced by refugees.
Projects in public space include Ice Watch, which brought
melting icebergs from Greenland to Copenhagen in 2014 and to
Paris on the occasion of the COP21 Climate Conference in 2015
to make climate change tangible.
As a professor at the Berlin University of the Arts, Eliasson
led the Institute for Spatial Experiments (2009–14), an
experimental programme in arts education. In 2014, Eliasson
was made Associate Professor at the Alle School of Fine Art
and Design, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. In 2015, Eliasson held his
first solo exhibition in Addis Ababa, Time-sensitive activity, at
the Modern Art Museum: Gebre Kristos Desta Centre.

FREDERIK OTTESEN is an engineer and entrepreneur with a
strong belief in sustainable technologies.
His background in mechanical engineering and economics,
coupled with his passion for change and challenging the
status quo, took him from creating his own software company,
to joining forces with innovative thinkers to create visionary
projects in the renewable energy industry. One such venture
was working with the team of Solar Flight to design and build
the world’s first passenger carrying solar powered airplane.
This led to creating Little Sun, together with artist Olafur
Eliasson, where he is working with the Little Sun team to
spread reliable, affordable and renewable energy around the
world.
Frederik’s passion for adventure inspired him to circumnavigate
the globe in a sailboat and, in 2016, to relocate with his family
to Cape Town. He now leads the operations of Little Sun South
Africa along with developing innovative new products and
directions for the company. He continues to give talks and
lectures around the world, at institutes and events such as for
MIT, CSEM, Creative Business cup, Positive Economy Forum
and The Technical University of Denmark where he was also
part of their innovation forum.
He is based in Cape Town, South Africa.

olafureliasson.net
twitter.com/olafureliasson
instagram.com/studioolafureliasson

we are all #connectedbythesun

www.littlesun.com

/ilovelittlesun

@LittleSun

littlesunenergy
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